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I

n spring 1914 Umberto Boccioni wrote in a letter to
Roberto Longhi that Picasso should “sweep away his

humble objects of experimentation”, unhappy with the
influence of his collage and sculpture pipes, bottles,

artists’ interest in the use of mass-produced objects as

guitars and glasses. Boccioni’s phrase inspired my

the subject or material for their sculptures, and their

interest in shifting the narrative away from the story

own and others’ replication of their work, reintroduc-

Picasso’s influence on Boccioni to one about the two

ing the sculptors on this ground adds greater nuance to

sculptors’ use of objects, in mixed media and bronze.

these aspects of their relationship.

This paper also owes much to the New York and Paris

The interaction between Picasso and Boccioni in the

exhibitions, and their increased precision in Picasso’s

sculptural realm begins at this fulcrum between the

chronology and emphasis on the dissemination of his

former’s bronze and the latter’s mixed-media exper-

sculptures during his lifetime. These struck a chord

iments. The narrative of Boccioni’s first forays into

with my work on Boccioni, which has perhaps similar

sculpture has been framed in as a response to Picasso’s

aims, if for an artist with very different circumstances.

Head of a Woman (Fernande) (1909).2 Boccioni could

Boccioni made fourteen plaster and mixed-media sculp-

have seen a cast in Ambroise Vollard’s gallery when

tures, but following his untimely death in August 1916,

he was in town for the Futurists Bernheim-Jeune

only four have survived. Nine of those lost are known

exhibition in February 1912. On 15 March he wrote

through photographs, giving intriguing glimpses into

to Vico Baer: “These days I am obsessed with sculp-

his process, and making clear the importance of mixed

ture!”3 Boccioni returned to Paris in June, and it was

media in his first sculptures. As I will outline in this

on this occasion that he toured the sculpture studios

paper, and as addressed in previous scholarship by

of Archipenko, Agéro, Brancusi and Duchamp-Villon.4

Christine Poggi and Maria Elena Versari, Boccioni was

In July he returned to Milan, wrote the manifesto of,

using manufactured, multiple, objects in his sculptures

backdating it to 11 April 1912, and then began to

in combination with modelled elements.

sculpt in August. Thus, Boccioni’s response to Picas-

Pivoting from multiple objects within sculptures, to

so’s sculpture was far from immediate.

sculptures as multiple objects, this paper also addresses

The work thought to show the Italian’s response was

bronze editions. Boccioni is perhaps best known as a

Antigraceful (1913, Galleria Nazionale d’Arte Mod-

sculptor due to the multitude of posthumous bronze

erna, Rome), for reasons both formal and chrono-

and brass casts in art museums worldwide. For Picasso,

logical. The formal comparability is enhanced by it

on the other hand, his prodigious sculptural output has

being Boccioni’s only surviving bust, and the sole

seemed to require constant reintroduction to the public

work he painted with a bronze-coloured patina. Its

since the 1966 Petit Palais exhibition. This paper con-

status as Boccioni’s first work was initiated by Long-

siders whether the casting and dissemination of Picas-

hi’s extended essay on Boccioni’s sculptures in 1914.5

so’s bronzes affected those of Boccioni. Given both

However, Laura Mattioli has convincingly dated Anti-

1

graceful to April–May 1913, over a year after his supposed first encounter with Picasso’s sculpture.6
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or Braque.14 The assemblage elements in Fusion of a
Head and a Window function as themselves, except
the glass eye serving as a real eye. The wire profile
Fusion of a Head and a Window (figs 1–2) was likely

may have a status closer to the plaster of the body

the first, made in August–September 1912. This dat-

than these elements, but recalls Picasso’s decision not

ing is based on a letter to Severini in which Boccioni

to use wire on Fernande because he had considered it

describes himself as “battling with sculpture”, contin-

too literal, too much like painting.15

uing, “The Cubists are wrong … Picasso is wrong.”7

The literalness of manufactured collage elements

The work closely follows the ideals of the Futurist

was noted in February 1914 when Florentine writer

Sculpture manifesto. In the text Boccioni argued for

Giovanni Papini, who edited Lacerba, published the

the use of numerous heterogeneous materials, listing

article “The Circle is Closing”.16 Papini lambasted Boc-

“glass, wood, cardboard, iron, cement, hair, leather,

cioni and Picasso, and others, for an artistic tendency

cloth, mirrors, electric lights, and so on”. Fusion fea-

that he summaries as :

8

tures a real window and pane of glass, a knot of real
hair, a glass eye and a wire facial profile.9
The argument that Boccioni’s encounter with Parisian
sculpture first manifests in the mixed-media Fusion,
rather than the plaster Antigraceful, emphasizes the

“the way in which the lyrical and rational transformation of things is being
replaced by the things themselves”.17

importance of including and representing objects.10 It

Boccioni responded that in Futurism objects become

is uncertain whether Boccioni could have seen exam-

part of the work of art through their inclusion in it.

ples of Picasso’s adoption of Georges Braque’s “papery

Papini retorted that Picasso is less literal.18 The Glasses

and powdery techniques” when in Paris in November

of Absinthe are interesting case in point; the appar-

1912 for the Salon d’Automne, or indeed Braque’s

ently literal spoon can also be read as a hat, trans-

own works, when in the city in five months earlier.11

forming the still life into a portrait.19

After one of his Parisian sojourns, Boccioni wrote to

Picasso’s Glasses mark a moment of exchange, closely

Severini asking him to go to Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler

related to Boccioni’s bottles, a motif he plucked from

to get photographs of Braque and Picasso’s latest

the lower-left corner of Picasso’s portrait of Kahn-

works. This letter likely dates from July 1912, when

weiler (autumn 1910, Art Institute of Chicago). Boc-

Picasso’s Still Life with Chair Caning (spring 1912,

cioni exhibited Form-Forces of a Bottle and the red and

Musée Picasso, Paris)—his only mixed-media work by

white versions of Development of a Bottle in Space at

that date —had not been photographed.

In short,

Galerie La Boetie in June–July 1913. Picasso was away

Boccioni’s divergence from Picasso’s use of objects

for the opening, but went to the gallery for Boccioni’s

was unlikely a conscious one; indeed it was a “logical

Conférence contradictoire there on 27 June 1913.20

12

internal development” within Futurism.13
As Poggi has discussed, Severini’s collage and Boccioni’s sculpture was more literal than that of Picasso
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Development of a Bottle in Space (fig. 3) is probably
Boccioni’s first purely plaster sculpture, abandoning
the relationship between the real and the modelled,
which Picasso found so interesting in the Glass of

three casts—two Unique Forms (fig. 4) and one Bot-

Absinthe. This relationship is amplified by the casting

tle—one of the former sold to the Comune di Milano in

of the work in bronze, as the absinthe glass itself, and

1934, the others to the Museum of Modern Art, New

indeed the spoon, like the cast artwork, would have

York in 1948 (eight years after MoMA bought their

been produced using a mould. The same can be said of

first Picasso bronze, a Fernande). Indeed according to

wine bottles, and so this point transfers to the Futurist

Benedetta Marinetti, these casts were supposedly ful-

sculptures. Boccioni likely created his two identical,

filling Boccioni’s intention, although the only source

if differently coloured, plaster bottles by casting one

for this is a letter she wrote to Alfred H. Barr, to whom

from the other. This was then used to create the post-

she was trying to sell the works.24 Notably, Marinetti

humous bronze casts—further emphasising the rela-

had the Bottle plated in white metal, perhaps to evoke

tionship between the art objects as multiples, and the

the white surface of one of the plaster originals.

multiplicity of the objects which they represent.

The next edition of Boccioni casts, commissioned by

21

Benedetta Marinetti after making an agreement with
While Picasso’s Glasses have managed to maintain

Barr, have a markedly different aesthetic.25 These casts

their limited edition through their painting, this was

of Unique Forms (fig. 5) feature the base present on the

not the case for Boccioni’s Bottles, which have been

plaster original and are rougher (perhaps even rougher

posthumously reproduced far beyond the two ver-

than the plaster itself, which has undergone major

sions made by the artist.

The casting of Boccioni

restoration since the casting). The changes are more

bronzes did not begin until 1931, fifteen years after

apparent on Unique Forms than the Bottle, but a differ-

the artist’s death. It was instigated by the Futurist

ent alloy renders the Metropolitan Museum’s Bottle in a

leader F.T. Marinetti who may have seen, or at least

warmer tone, quite unlike the silver-plated MoMA cast,

been aware of the Picasso bronzes already mentioned.

and the very dark 1935 cast made by the Comune di

By this date Vollard had produced numerous casts of

Milano.26 When reflecting on her choices for these casts

Fernande (amongst other Picasso sculptures); Mari-

in 1956, Benedetta explained that she wanted them to

netti may well have seen them in Paris on the same

be “more faithful to the original” than the overly pol-

occasion as Boccioni, if not later, or in publications

ished casts commissioned by her husband.27

such as Christian Zervos’s “Les Sculpteurs des peintres

This aesthetic decision could be related to Picasso

d’aujourd’hui” in Cahiers d’Art in 1928.

bronzes. The Spanish artist’s sculptures were becom-

However, there is no indication that Marinetti had

ing increasingly known in Italy, in part thanks to

Picasso’s bronzes in mind when commissioning the

Enrico Prampolini’s small publication Picasso scul-

22

23

tore.28 The latter includes images of both Fernande
(then at Galerie Rosengart) and a Glass of Absinthe
(Philadelphia Museum of Art). Prampolini also
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wise commercial decision; she sold the bronzes she
commissioned for more than that of the earlier ediemphasizes the relationship by opening his book on

tion to MoMA.32 It is perhaps no coincidence that

Picasso with a quote by Boccioni, and concluding by

Boccioni and Picasso bronzes seem to become pop-

questioning if Picasso’s most recent work freezes the

ular with the American market at the same time, a

dynamism in modern sculpture instigated by Boc-

correlation which goes beyond the economic reasons

cioni, Archipenko and others.

that works were travelling from European to Ameri-

Although Prampolini was part of Marinetti’s circle,

can collections in the post-war period.

Zervos, familiar with Picasso’s bronzes from his role

The MoMA purchase of Boccioni sculptures in the late

in their wartime care, seems to have played a more

1940s coincides with the acquisition of casts of Fer-

active role in the appearance of the Boccioni bronzes

nande by the Art Gallery of Ontario and the Albright-

commissioned by Benedetta. The acquisitions note-

Knox Art Gallery. By the mid-1950s, bronzes by both

book of Harry and Lydia Winston, who bought one

artists were widely collected in the United States.

of each sculpture from this edition in 1956 (now in

Before the Winstons acquired their bronzes, Peggy Gug-

the Metropolitan Museum of Art), records that “Zer-

genheim and Sidney Janis had both expressed interest

vos helped in suggesting the finishing of the piece”.29

to Benedetta Marinetti.33 The Winston purchase came

This is supported by my redating of these casts to

in the same year that three Picasso bronzes enter the

1950 (rather than 1949) when Benedetta and Zer-

MoMA collection—Glass of Absinthe, donated by Lou-

vos collaborated on the Kunsthaus Zürich exhibition

ise Reinhardt Smith, Goat Skull and Bottle (1951, cast

of Futurist and Metaphysical Art and the 1950 spe-

1954) and Baboon and Young (October 1951, cast

cial edition of the Cahiers d’Art dedicated to Italian

1955). The checklist of the 1957 Picasso: 75th Anni-

art. This publication featured the Comune di Milano

versary exhibition is a testament to the popularity of

bronzes of the Bottle and Unique Forms, and the plas-

Picasso bronze amongst American private collectors at

ter original of Antigrazioso, suggesting that the new

this time.34 Even though the same collectors were not

casts were not yet made when it went to press.30

chasing both Picasso and Boccioni bronzes, it could be

The decision to emulate the surface of the plaster,

argued that the dissemination of the multiples by each

rather than the smoother earlier edition, should not be

artist affected the market for the other.

confused as an attempt to imitate Picasso per se, but
the comparative fidelity of his casts to their originals, a

To conclude, the more precise chronologies for Boc-

trend popular not only amongst Picasso devotees. The

cioni and Picasso allow a more complex relationship

collector Paolo Marinotti, when acquiring of the 1950

to emerge, highlighting how the sculptures as objects,

Unique Forms wrote to Benedetta, before it was cast,

and the objects within them, were “objects of experi-

encouraging her to make it faithful to the original.

mentation” well beyond the 1910s.

31

By adopting an aesthetic preferred by a better-known
artist and collectors alike, Benedetta was making a
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UMBERTO BOCCIONI

Development of a Bottle in Space through Form
plaster, dimensions unknown

UMBERTO BOCCIONI

Fusion of a Head and a Window (front view)
Mixed media, dimensions unknown. Sculpture destroyed

Getty Research Institute Special Collections, Papers of F.T. Marinetti and
Benedetta Cappa Marinetti, 1902-1965, Box 22, Folder 6

UMBERTO BOCCIONI

Unique Forms of Continuity in Space, 1913 (cast c.1950)
Bronze, 121.3 x 88.9 x 40 cm
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art. 1990.38.3

© The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Dist. RMN-Grand Palais / image
of the MMA

Alexandre Mercereau posing next to Umberto Boccioni’s
Fusion of a Head and a Windowat the artist’s exhibition
of sculptures at the Galerie La Boëtie (June-July 1913).
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